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We warmly welcome you to the 2014 International Conference on Mobile Systems and Pervasive 
Computing (MobiSPC) at Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada. With the help and support of the program vice 
chairs and technical committees we have put together an exciting technical program for this year's 
MobiSPC conference. Mobile systems and pervasive computing are important building blocks of 
information and communication infrastructure in modern societies. MobiSPC 2014 provides a forum for 
researchers and practitioners to share their state-of-the art research and developmental work and ideas in 
the broad areas of mobile systems and pervasive computing, including their enabling technologies and 
emerging topics. 
MobiSPC 2014 call for papers attracted 30 papers from authors in several countries and continents. 
The papers were submitted to different tracks and each track has a separate program committee. The 
expert reviewers for each track reviewed the papers and provided two to five reviews for each paper. 
Based on these reviews, 14 papers were accepted with an acceptance rate of 47%. Additionally, there 
were 11 invited papers to enrich the conference program.  
We would like to express our sincere thanks to the conference's Steering Committee Chair, Prof. 
Elhadi Shakshuki for his great help and guidance. We are also indebted to the general co-chairs Prof. Ivan 
Stojmenovic and Prof. Mohammad S. Obaidat and other members of the conference organizing 
committees, including Advisory Committee, Tracks Chairs (i.e. Program Vice Chairs), Workshops Chairs, 
Local Arrangements Chairs, and Publicity Chairs, for their invaluable support. We also wish to convey 
our sincere thanks to our keynote speakers. We are very grateful to the technical program committee 
members for their extensive reviews. Last, but not the least, we would like to thank all the authors who 
have submitted their research papers to our conference.  
We hope that you have fruitful interactions with researchers and practitioners gathering here from 
around the world. Enjoy the program and the conference! 
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